
SNOWFLAKE ENTERTAINMENT
Engage your target group by promoting
your brand in a fun way

connections between users and your corporate identity. Highlight your brand with 
a wide range of entertaining and engaging interactive games. Attract people at 
events or exhibitions. This suite is also an optimal tool to use in public spaces, such 
as kids corners, keeping children happy and entertained while their parents shop.

www.nuiteq.com

A WORLD OF FUN AT
YOUR FINGERTIPS

ENTER
TAIN

MENT

Email, Skype & Forum support

Phone support

Carbon menu

Grid, horizontal, circular & 

Win8 menu

Zones

3rd party app launcher

TUIO Support

Landscape & portrait mode

Support to change text into 

any language

Runway 

Memory 

Draw

Puzzle

Youtube

Stacks

Drums

Piano

Widgets (RSS, Twitter, 
weather & more)

Bugs

Wong

Slots

Airhockey

Untangle

Cards

Gravitoy

Tracer

FX

Aliens

Tap

Pong

Snowdoku

Froggy Curling



Youtube
View and explore your favourite Youtube channels and other 
video content.

Zones
Divide your interactive display in sections, to leverage its 
multi-user collaborative capabilities.

FX
Create amazing visualisations at your �ngertips, making 
interactive surfaces come alive in restaurants, nightclubs 
and hotels.

Aliens
Shoot attacking aliens that raid the galaxy.



Puzzle
Entertain your target audience with personalized and branded 
video and picture content.

Piano
Play and record your own music.

Drums
Rock the drum kit to create your own sounds.

Stacks
Quickly build a stable tower as fast as possible to beat 
your opponent.

Tracer
Visualise and showcase the performance and capabilities of 
your interactive multitouch display.



Slots
Play with virtual money, spin the wheels and try to win the jackpot.

Airhockey
Fast paced entertaining arcade game.

Draw
Create, save, print & email your own drawings and fun art work.

Snowdoku
Solve the numbers puzzle as fast as you can.

Runway
Land the planes on the correct runway.



Pong
Bounce the ball into your opponents goal until you win the game.

Froggy
Catch as many �ies as fast as possible to get the high score.

Curling
Play against your friends and beat them by points.

Bugs
Collect bugs of the same family as fast as possible to win.

Wong
Fun multi-user twist to the classic arcade game.

Untangle
Mind bending puzzle game that can be played solo or with friends.

Memory
Play a classic game of Memory with your friends.

Tap
Test your speed skills by tapping the buttons as fast as you can.



Gravitoy
Draw objects, control and experience the effects of the 
gravity playground.

Cards
Play a friend and collect the highest card combination in this 
fun casino game.

De�ector
Test your reaction skills by destroying the blocks, reach 
higher levels and beat the high score.

Con�gurator
Quickly create your own personalised, branded look and feel, without the need to program. 
Easily change backgrounds, icons, text, game settings, menu layouts and other content, to �t 
your personal preference.
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